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Abstract Coastal regions are the areas most threatened by natural hazards, with floods

being the most frequent and significant threat in terms of their induced impacts, and

therefore, any management scheme requires their evaluation. In coastal areas, flooding is a

hazard associated with various processes acting at different scales: coastal storms, flash

floods, and sea level rise (SLR). In order to address the problem as a whole, this study

presents a methodology to undertake a preliminary integrated risk assessment that deter-

mines the magnitude of the different flood processes (flash flood, marine storm, SLR) and

their associated consequences, taking into account their temporal and spatial scales. The

risk is quantified using specific indicators to assess the magnitude of the hazard (for each

component) and the consequences in a common scale. This allows for a robust comparison

of the spatial risk distribution along the coast in order to identify both the areas at greatest

risk and the risk components that have the greatest impact. This methodology is applied on

the Maresme coast (NW Mediterranean, Spain), which can be considered representative of

developed areas of the Spanish Mediterranean coast. The results obtained characterise this

coastline as an area of relatively low overall risk, although some hot spots have been

identified with high-risk values, with flash flooding being the principal risk process.
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1 Introduction

Coastal regions are the areas most threatened by natural hazards (EEA 2006; Kron 2013).

These areas contain a large number of receptors (natural, physical, and socio-economic)

(EEA 2013a), making them particularly vulnerable. Floods, in particular, are considered to

be one of the most harmful phenomena, causing 69% of the overall natural catastrophic

losses in Europe (CEA 2007; Llasat 2009). In Spain, the Consorcio de Compensacion de

Seguros (CCS), a public corporation which provides insurance to cover ‘‘extraordinary’’

risks, states that 61% of its resources are required to mitigate damages incurred as a result

of flood events (Insurance Compensation Consortium 2016). The greatest number of

casualties and material damages have occurred in the Spanish Mediterranean (Barnolas and

Llasat 2007; Camarasa-Belmonte and Soriano-Garcı́a 2012). Moreover, in the absence of

additional adaptation, the risk from coastal flooding is predicted to rise in the future as a

result of two primary factors. First, climate change and rising sea levels are expected to

increase the frequency and severity of flood events (EEA 2013b), and second, the number

of potentially exposed receptors (infrastructure, socio-economic assets, population) is

increasing in floodplains and/or near the sea (e.g. Hallegatte et al. 2013).

Flood risk can be defined as the product of the probability of flooding and the associated

negative consequences or damages (UNISDR 2009). In order to reduce the negative

consequences of flooding, it is necessary to consider the hazard, the exposure, and vul-

nerability values potentially affected. Traditionally, flood risk in coastal areas has been

managed with the use of physical structures to protect against floods (e.g. see Saurı́-Pujol

et al. 2001). However, it is recognised that absolute protection is both unachievable and

unsustainable due to the high costs and inherent uncertainties (Schanze 2006). As a result,

there has been a shift in environmental policy in the European Union from emphasis on

flood protection to flood risk management. The European Directive 2007/60/EC (EC 2007)

urges flood risk analysis and flood risk management at the community level, based on local

circumstances and the types of floods (river floods, flash floods, urban floods, and flooding

from the sea in coastal areas) which may be present.

To correctly define coastal management policies for successful flood risk management,

given the spatial and temporal nature of flood risk, broad-scale integrated assessments are

essential (Dawson et al. 2009; de Moel et al. 2015). Thus, in order to manage the coastal

zone at a regional scale, a holistic approach is required where, in addition to the factors

determining flood risk (hazards and consequences), the various flood processes acting at

different temporal scales should be considered.

In Mediterranean coastal regions, floods can be present as a result of forcing from

multiple origins acting at different timescales. Flooding from a marine origin (related to

changing sea level) can be the result of a marine storm associated with a short-term scale

(Benavente et al. 2006; Anselme et al. 2011; Bosom and Jiménez 2011). Regarding

flooding from the same source, but associated with a long-term scale, the effect of climate

change can cause a permanent inundation due to SLR (Nicholls et al. 1999). Finally,

regarding flooding of a terrestrial source, and caused by short-term convective rainfall at

the mouth of stream systems, floods in the Mediterranean coast can be present in the form

of flash floods (Llasat et al. 2010a, b; Tarolli et al. 2012).

In order to manage coastal flood risk and to develop measures for effective and long-

term disaster risk reduction, it is therefore necessary to know not only the magnitude of

each of the different flood components (flash flood, marine storm, SLR) and their asso-

ciated consequences, but also their relative importance in relation to one another. This

input is essential when analyses at a regional scale are taken into account (Bryan et al.
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2001; De Pippo et al. 2008; Vinchon et al. 2009), as it allows coastal managers to identify

and detect the most critical areas at risk as a result of the different flood components. This

analysis then enables a more detailed assessment to be undertaken and for resources to be

focused in these specific locations.

Although established approaches exist to carry out a comprehensive analysis and

assessment of flood risk for each individual flood component, few studies address all

components combined together (Kappes et al. 2012). Doing so presents particular chal-

lenges due to the difficulty of analysing multiple components (processes) acting at different

spatial and temporal scales. In order to tackle this problem, different methodologies have

been developed by means of indicators (e.g. Gornitz 1990; McLaughlin et al. 2002;

Birkmann 2007; Wang et al. 2011; Balica et al. 2012; Creach et al. 2015). Through the use

of indicators, it is possible to integrate risk components with homogenous units and to

integrate multiple-flood hazards into one flood risk assessment. One advantage of this

approach is that it allows an evaluation of all components and their associated risks using

methods that do not require extensive data or a high degree of model accuracy.

Here, a methodology framed within the Source–Pathway–Receptor–Consequence

(SPRC) model is presented in order to determine the potential flood risk as a result of

different flood components. The methodology uses representative indicators that are

suitable when comparing flood risk between different locations and also between flood

types. Within this context, the main aim of this work is to introduce a framework to analyse

coastal flood risk as a result of multiple components (flash flood, marine flooding, SLR) at

the regional scale. The practical objective is to identify the most sensitive areas to flooding

and to verify the most relevant flood component in terms of magnitude and potential for

damage. With this information, coastal managers can prioritise their efforts in areas where

risk management is needed the most.

This approach is applied in the Maresme (NW Mediterranean, Spain) as a paradigm of a

developed coast where significant settlement and infrastructure development, coupled with

intensive tourism, make the impacts of natural hazards very high (Barnolas and Llasat

2007; Llasat et al. 2010a, b; Jiménez et al. 2012).

2 Study area and data

2.1 Study area

On the Catalan coast (NW Mediterranean), north of the city of Barcelona, the Maresme

region comprises 45 km of long, straight beaches (Fig. 1). Along the coastline, the exis-

tence of five marinas, combined with a net longshore sediment transport pattern directed

southwards, has led to a disruption of sediment movement, increasing beach volume up-

drift and starving down-drift beaches (Jiménez et al. 2012). In the Maresme coastal zone,

another relevant geomorphological feature is the presence of ephemeral dry streams. These

are characterised by a short and steep slope, which, after an intensive rainfall typical of the

Mediterranean regions, may cause immediate high-energy water run-off towards the sea.

This is mainly due to the complex orography with the Littoral range parallel to the coast

which plays an important role in rainfall and flood production (Barnolas and Llasat 2007).

The precipitation regime is characterised by a yearly distribution, with two maximum

peaks in autumn and spring (Barnolas and Llasat 2007). However, high rainfall
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precipitation produced by convective events shows only one peak between the end of

summer and autumn (Llasat 2009).

From an administrative standpoint, the coast is comprised of 16 coastal municipalities,

which represent the most densely populated areas of the region. Seventy five percentage of

the population of the Maresme region, around 331,000 inhabitants, are concentrated in

coastal municipalities which represent 31% of the total territory (IDESCAT 2014). The

socio-economic development has been based mainly on the service sector, although the

proximity to different urban areas and transport routes has led to the distinction of sub-

regions that reflect different territorial dynamics. Thus, the southern municipalities near

Barcelona have focused on residential development, while the northern municipalities have

based their economies on tourism.

The strong urban and infrastructure development, coupled with economic activities

which are dependent on the coastal zone, make the region particularly vulnerable to the

direct effects of flood events (Barnolas and Llasat 2007; Llasat et al. 2010a, b; Jiménez

et al. 2012) and also to the indirect impacts of economic activities such as tourism. Indeed,

some roads and the coastal railway have been built within the normally dry, river basins.

Furthermore, due to the proximity of the railway to the sea, rail services have been affected

on many occasions by wave overtopping.

Fig. 1 Study area
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2.2 Data

In order to determinate risk, information is required for both the forcing-induced hazards

and exposure values (receptors).

To characterise marine flooding, wave and water levels were taken from the hindcast

SIMAR-44 database, which was generated from high-resolution modelling of the atmo-

sphere, sea level, and waves carried out by Puertos del Estado within the HIPOCAS project

(Guedes-Soares et al. 2002; Ratsimandresy et al. 2008). Data used cover the period from 1

January 1958 to 31 December 2001 as time series of meteorological tide levels, deepwater

significant wave height Hm0, mean period Tm, peak period Tp, and the mean wave direction

every 3 h. Following previous work by Bosom and Jiménez (2011), who analysed the

spatial homogeneity of the wave climate in the study area, wave conditions were selected

from one single location for the entire region.

In order to characterise flash floods, the annual maximum daily precipitation for a return

period of 10 years (INM 2007) was selected in this work as representative of an extreme

precipitation. This information yields 2.5 9 2.5 km-sized cells for all of Catalonia.

Finally, to characterise the sea level rise due to climate change, two climatic scenarios

have been considered: scenario RCP 8.5 as presented within the last AR5 report (IPCC

2015), and the high-end scenario (a rise of 2 m) as the worst case and relevant for coastal

management (e.g. Hinkel et al. 2015).

To measure the surface topography, and thus coastal slope, a digital elevation model of

5 9 5 m cell size (ICGC 2015) was used. Moreover, to determine physical–geomorpho-

logical features in the assessment of flash flood risk, information on the Maximum Green

Vegetation Fraction by the USGS Land Cover Institute (Broxton et al. 2014) is used to

describe the abundance of vegetation, and the Soil Texture developed by the European Soil

Data Centre (EC 2015) with an spatial resolution of 1 9 1 km cell size has been used.

To assess the consequences and to accurately identify receptor exposure, a detailed

land-use map in vector format developed by the Ecological and Forestry Applications

Research Centre (CREAF) was used (Ibàñez and Burriel 2010). This map was obtained by

means of a photo-interpretation analysis of aerial photographs with a scale of 1:2500 and

0.25 m pixel resolution. In addition to the land use, a large number of socio-economic

factors have been considered with information provided by the Statistical Institute of

Catalonia (IDESCAT 2014).

3 Methodology

3.1 SPRC model

The basic conceptual framework used to gather all of the different components involved in

coastal flood risk is the well-established Source–Pathway–Receptor–Consequence model

(Fig. 2). This model was first used in natural science to describe the movement of a

pollutant from a source though a conducting pathway to a potential receptor (Holdgate

1979). Later, this conceptual model was adapted for the modelling of coastal flooding

(Evans et al. 2004; Gouldby and Samuels 2005) as it can easily describe a floodplain in

terms of the process of flood risk propagation (Narayan et al. 2014).

In the present application of the SPRC, coastal flood risk is presented as the result of

different forcings (sources) that cause flood processes at different spatial and temporal
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scales (pathways) with an associated impact for the exposure values and consequences

(Fig. 2).

Three main flood processes are here considered as: flash floods, marine floods, and

inundation by SLR. Flash floods and marine floods are characterised as episodic events

associated with hydro-meteorological, acute, and ephemeral phenomena (the inundation is

transient) that are expressed in probabilistic terms. In contrast, SLR is characterised as a

long-term process which causes a permanent inundation of the affected area. In this case,

the forcing is characterised as the evolution over time of the sea level for different

scenarios.

To characterise the receptor (the coast) and the associated flood consequences, a major

number of socio-economic coastal values are considered. Hence, the consequences are the

resulting value of the integration of the following five components: land use, social vul-

nerability, transport system, critical infrastructures, and economic activity.

3.2 Flood risk assessment

In order to assess the flood risk associated with each component, an indicator-based

approach has been adopted in which the different flood components are evaluated in terms

of hazard and exposure indicators across the territory. The components are combined into

an absolute flood risk Rabs, which is given by:

Rabs ¼
Xn

j

HIj � Ej

� �1=2 � Sj ð1Þ

where HI is the hazard intensity indicator, E is the indicator measuring exposure values,

S is the affected area by the analysed flood component, and j is each of the n areas in which

the coast is segmented for the assessment.

Receptor ConsequencesPathwaySource

Coastal zone

Land useEpisodic-term

Rainfall 

Tr 100 yr

Flash flood
(depth) Social 

Vulnerability
Marine flood
- Overwash 
(extent)

Marine storm

Tr 100 yr 
Transport 

System

Long -t

Permanent 
inundation
(inundation over 
years)

Critical 
InfrastructureSLR 

Scenarios RCP 8.5
High-End 
(IPCC 2015)

Business
settings

Fig. 2 SPRC model for coastal flood risk assessment
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Since variables contributing to hazard and exposure are measured in different units, they

have been standardised to facilitate their mathematical combination. This standardisation

does not affect the main objective of the analysis, i.e. to identify the most sensitive areas

along the coast and to compare the contribution of each component. Following previous

works (Gornitz 1990; McLaughlin and Cooper 2010; Viavattene et al. 2015), a 1–5 scale

has been selected with 1 indicating the lowest contribution to risk (hazard and exposure).

To analyse the risk along the coast at regional scale from the management standpoint,

the flood risk indicator is integrated in each municipality, which is the lowest adminis-

trative entity. In addition, a municipality-averaged risk value was obtained to characterise

the relative importance of the risk along the coast without considering the extension of the

flooding area within the municipality. The average risk, Raver, is given by:

Raver ¼
Pn

j HIj � Ej

� �1=2 � SjPn
j Sj

ð2Þ

In the following sections, the rationale for the ranking of each component is

summarised.

3.3 Flood hazard assessment

Hazard assessment can be defined as the process which enables an understanding of the

characteristics, nature, and magnitude of the considered threat. In the simplest case, a flood

hazard can be characterised as a land surface covered by water. However, as was presented

previously, the different flood hazards that were considered differ widely in their char-

acteristics in relation to their physical processes and temporal and spatial scales. Thus, the

flooded area associated with episodic components (storms) is temporarily inundated, being

a quasi-instantaneous process (the duration of the event), whilst in the case of the long-

term component, the affected area is permanently flooded, being a very slow and con-

tinuous process.

Flood hazard components associated with stochastic processes are characterised through

their extreme probability distributions. Once the probability distribution of the hazard is

known, a probability of occurrence is selected which should depend on the objective of the

analysis. In this study, following the indications of the EU Floods Directive (EC 2007), a

return period (Tr) of 100 years was selected which can be considered representative of

medium-probability events.

In the following sections, the assessment procedure carried out for each component is

presented.

3.3.1 Flash flood

Flash floods are defined as extreme flood events associated with short, high-intensity

rainfalls, mainly of convective origin, that occur locally (Marchi et al. 2010). Extreme

events, being greater in magnitude and with a strong seasonality, occur in Mediterranean

regions (Sala 2003; Gaume et al. 2009; Llasat et al. 2010a, b; Camarasa-Belmonte and

Soriano-Garcı́a 2012). It is in the coastal areas where these phenomena pose a considerable

risk due to the high vulnerability of urban development and an increase in population and

tourism during the summer season (Llasat et al. 2010a, b; Camarasa-Belmonte et al. 2011).
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To carry out a flash flood assessment, a two-step approach has been developed. The first

step is an analysis of the most susceptible sub-basins affected. Once identified, the second

step involves a detailed hazard assessment.

To identify the most susceptible sub-basins, a modified version of the flash flood

potential index (FFPI) developed by Smith (2003) has been used. This index combines

different physiographic characteristics, which have a strong influence on the hydrologic

response of the catchments, and therefore, the potential for flash flooding. The index

includes information about the terrain slope (M), land use (L), soil type (S), and vegetation

(V). Here, a modified version has been obtained by adding a new factor with information

about climatology of extreme precipitation by annual maximum daily rainfall statistics (R)

to account for the potential influence of local climatology (Jiménez et al. 2015). Therefore,

a territory is not only sensitive to flash flooding due to its geomorphology, but also because

it is subjected to a given rainfall regime that may induce such a hazard. The final modified

FFPI’ index is calculated as follows:

FFPI0 ¼ M þ Lþ Sþ V þ R

5
ð3Þ

To combine these factors, the associated raster data were ranked at the same scale from

1 to 10, considering their hydrologic response as a criteria, as established by Ceru (2012).

This index is calculated using raster data so that the territory is completely divided into

cells, each with the combined information previously mentioned. In order to identify the

highly susceptible sub-basins, this information is integrated by assessing an averaged value

of each cell at catchment level (Fig. 3). The resulting values are classified into five

Fig. 3 Flash flood potential index (FFPI0) in the Maresme region
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categories, which allow for the identification of the most susceptible areas to the effects of

flash flooding.

Once susceptible flash flooding areas are identified, a second and more detailed hazard

assessment is carried out. To do this, a standard fluvial flood analysis has been conducted.

Thus, for a given return period (Tr = 100 years), the flooded area and the flood depth are

assessed. In this sense, flood depth is considered a good variable in flood assessment

because it is relatively straightforward to link it to direct damages by means of the depth–

damage curves.

For the study area, the Catalan Water Agency (ACA) provides information regarding

flood depth associated with three return periods, in accordance with the European Floods

Directive (2007/60/EC) recommendations. These data have been obtained by means of a

hydrologic analysis using the HEC-HMS model and a hydraulic analysis made using the

Guad2D model with a detailed digital elevation model (Generalitat de Catalunya 2015).

As mentioned, the flood depth variable can be used to estimate a damage value through

the use of depth–damage curves. To establish the hazard intensity scale in five categories,

curves proposed by Velasco et al. (2015) have been used which were obtained for the city

of Barcelona. From a practical viewpoint, each flooded area, with a given depth interval, is

assigned a corresponding hazard intensity value (see Table 1).

3.3.2 Marine flood

This component assesses the temporary coastal flood under the influence of marine storms.

In this case, the forcing is the temporary increase in mean sea level induced by low

atmospheric pressure and onshore winds during the storm resulting in both wave runup and

overtopping. The methodology used here has been developed within the RISC-KIT project

(see Viavattene et al. 2015; Ferreira et al. 2016).

The hazard intensity along the coast has been evaluated by estimating the water level

extreme climate and the extension of the area to be inundated. This was calculated for a

total of 46 sectors of 1 km in length along the coast, where the most representative beach

profile was defined for each one. The runup, Ru, as the main water level contributor in the

study area (Mendoza and Jiménez 2009) was calculated using the Stockdon et al. (2006)

model in beaches and the Pullen et al. (2007) model when the coastline was formed by

breakwater. Resultant Ru time series calculated for each profile were then fitted by means

of a general pareto distribution (GPD), obtaining a probability distribution for represen-

tative beach slopes of the study area.

Table 1 Flood hazards intensity scale

Flash flood Marine flood SLR-induced inundation Hazard intensity
Flood depth (m) Flood extent (m) Year when the area will be flooded (year)

\0.15 B50% beach width [2100 0

0.15–0.3 B100% beach width 2080–2100 1

0.3–0.5 Bbeach width ?20 m 2060–2080 2

0.5–1.0 Bbeach width ?40 m 2040–2060 3

1.0–2.0 Bbeach width ?60 m 2020–2040 4

[2.0 [beach width ?60 m 2020 5
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Given the characteristics of the beach profiles typified by the monotonous increase in

elevation landward, and in order to calculate the extension of the area to be inundated, a

bathtub approach was applied, assuming that those areas hydraulically connected to the sea

and below a certain height were flooded (Poulter and Halpin 2008; Gallien et al. 2011).

Subsequently, flooded areas were classified on a hazard intensity scale based on the

reach of the flood extension, considering the characteristics of the beaches in the study area

(see Table 1).

3.3.3 Inundation by sea level rise

This component assesses coastal flooding due to an increase in sea level in the long term,

generally associated with climate change. In contrast to other flood hazards in which the

area affected by flooding returns to pre-event conditions following a recovery time, the one

caused by SLR is characterised to be a permanent inundation which implies an irreversible

land loss.

In this case, the flood component is given by a water level at a given time as a function

of a sea level projection. As previously mentioned, two scenarios of sea level projections

are used in this study, the IPCC AR5 RCP 8.5 to represent the most likely scenario and a

high-end one to represent the high-risk management perspective as a worst-case scenario

(see Hinkel et al. 2015). To calculate the inundated area, a GIS-based bathtub approach

was adopted in which those areas hydraulically connected to the sea at an altitude lower

than a given sea level will be inundated (e.g. Poulter and Halpin 2008; Gallien et al. 2011).

For this component, the criteria to define the hazard intensity have been established

based on time. Thus, it is considered that those areas submerged by water for the longest

duration will be the most damaged, whereas those submerged by water during a shorter

duration will incur less damage. With this assumption, those areas affected first (more time

submerged) might not have time (or they will have a shorter time) for adaptation, so

damages may be greater, whilst the areas which require more time to be covered by water

(less time submerged) will have time to adapt to the changing territory and therefore, future

damages could be smaller.

To define the corresponding hazard intensity, a continuous rank is established every

20 years from the present time (2020) to the future (2100). Thus, the flooding area affected

first (2020) is assigned a value of five and so on (see Table 1). In this case, as the variable

considered is time, the hazard intensity will change as different scenarios are considered.

As an example, the area below ?0.5 m above the mean sea level will have a larger hazard

intensity associated under the high-end scenario than under the RCP8.5 one because it will

be inundated in a shorter period of time.

3.4 Consequences

In the assessment of the consequences, flood damages are usually divided into those caused

by direct contact with the receptor and indirect damages triggered by secondary effects,

principally with a relationship to the disruption of physical and economic linkages. At the

same time, the methods for calculating damages vary depending on whether the damages

are tangible, i.e. can be assigned a monetary value, or intangible, not traded in a market

(Messner et al. 2007; Green et al. 2011; Meyer et al. 2013; Penning-Rowsell et al. 2013).

As the type of receptor varies (properties, people, ecosystems, etc.), the unit of mea-

surement changes, and therefore, many evaluation methods for assessing the consequences

exist.
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Within the framework of this work, it is assumed that the consequences can be repre-

sented by a set of socio-economic indicators. Following the characterisation of the study

area, and bearing in mind the potential direct and indirect consequences of coastal floods,

these indicators are represented by the following categories: land use, the social vulner-

ability of the population, transport systems, critical infrastructure, and business settings.

These indicators are evaluated and classified in homogenous units (Table 2) and then

combined in a unique exposure value (eT), using a linear aggregation method as shown

below (Viavattene et al. 2015):

eT ¼ ðeLU � eSV � eTS � eCI � eBsÞ½ �1=5 ð4Þ

To calculate this aggregate value, the exposure values have been characterised in a

different way for each type of flood component. In the case of flash flooding and SLR-

induced inundation, the exposure values, which in this study are determined by their spatial

distribution (i.e. land use, transport system and critical infrastructures), have been evalu-

ated within the flood area, as the spatial extent of the flood is known. Since the hazard

intensity of these two components is also spatially represented in the territory, information

on the hazard and the exposure indicators (both in vector format) are jointly intersected

providing information on the hazard for each indicator within the flooded areas. The other

indicators, social and population vulnerability and business settings, are calculated using

statistical data provided in Catalonia at the municipality level, this being the minimum

available scale.

To evaluate exposure values for the marine flooding component, a buffer area of 100 m

along the coast is considered. Since no map is available to provide information on the

flooded area, the buffer is considered the maximum expected extent of the flood landwards

of the beach. This buffer area is selected given the characteristics of this process in the

Maresme coast (also applicable to most of the Mediterranean coast), so it should be

adapted depending on the area to be analysed. In areas where marine flooding can extend in

large, low-lying areas such as a typical main flood in the North Sea (see e.g. McRobie et al.

2005; Dawson et al. 2009), this can be substituted by the area of the flood extension.

It should be noted here that vulnerability associated with the exposure values is not

considered in this analysis. Hence, only the presence of a set of different socio-economic

aspects is taken into account.

In what follows, the methodology carried out to evaluate and classify each indicator

aforementioned is presented.

3.4.1 Land use (eLU)

The land-use exposure indicator measures the different types of land uses in the flood area.

To assess it by means of the land cover map of Catalonia (Ibàñez and Burriel 2010), which

provides detailed information in vector format, land uses have been reclassified into ten

classes, covering the most representative uses for the study area (Table 2). For each class, a

value from one to five has been assigned, depending on their relative importance. In this

sense, the criteria to establish the values will be dependent on the orientation of the

analysis and the purposes of coastal management. In this study, an anthropocentric per-

spective has been adopted, and thus, higher values were assigned to those land uses where

flood damages affecting economic activities are reported (see Table 2). This indicator does

not consider the physical vulnerability of the different land uses but reflects the exposed

area and the associated importance value for each land use.
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3.4.2 Population and social vulnerability (eSV)

In order to measure intangible impacts to the flood-affected population, a social vulnera-

bility index (SVI) has been applied. This index represents the relative vulnerability of

various communities to long-term health impacts and financial recovery from a flood event

(Viavattene et al. 2015). As there are no previous studies for the area to inform how the

population may cope with flood events, characteristics and variables suggested by Tapsell

et al. (2002) have been considered. The variables selected, listed below, accurately rep-

resent the socio-economic characteristics of the study area. Amongst the social variables,

the long-term sick (a), single parents (b) and the elderly (c) were taken into account.

Financial deprivation variables were represented by unemployment (d), overcrowded

households (f), non-car ownership (g), and non-home ownership (h). To create the social

vulnerability index, each variable has to be standardised following different transformation

methods to produce the minimum skewness kurtosis within their distributions (see Tapsell

et al. 2002). As these authors suggest, the aggregation method adopted gives more

importance to the social variables than to the financial deprivation variables. Equation 5

presents the aggregation method used:

eSV ¼ aþ bþ cþ ððd þ f þ gþ hÞ � 0:25Þ ð5Þ

An important consideration when applying the SVI is the level of data aggregation. For

the Maresme case study, due to small municipality dimensions in terms of settlement and

built-up areas, and the fact that this is a regional study, the most appropriate available data

(IDESCAT 2014) are at the municipality level. This can be considered the minimum scale

for obtaining SVI values. However, if data are available at smaller scales (e.g. census

level), it should be implemented at this level as the extension of the flood plain is often

narrow and short.

Since this study represents a regional assessment, the social vulnerability indicator (eSV)

value obtained for each municipality has been reclassified on a relative basis into five

classes using the natural breaks method. This is considered an adequate method to identify

groups with similar values, whilst maximising the differences between classes (see

Table 2).

3.4.3 Transport system (eTs)

Another key element when assessing the consequences of flood events is the disruption to

the transport system. To obtain a representative indicator of the direct impact of flood

events on this infrastructure, the total linear metres of railway and motorway have been

considered for the components where the flooded area is known, such as for flash flood and

SLR-induced inundation. The total value is ranked into five classes considering that

damages will be higher when a greater length of total transport system at regional scale has

become exposed. For the marine flooding component, where the total flooded area is not

known, the indicator is built considering the presence or absence of different transport

systems within the buffer area. This is ranked into five classes, taking into account the

relative importance of each transport infrastructure to the overall system and the probable

systemic impacts resulting from their disruption (see Table 2).
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3.4.4 Critical infrastructure (eCI)

This component assesses the presence of utilities providing essential services that flooding

can affect, interrupt, or cause a cease in operation with serious consequences for the

community, both inside and outside of the affected area. The presence of critical infras-

tructure in the flood area has been identified with the information provided in the land-use

map. Once identified, these infrastructures were classified on a scale from one to five

according to their relative importance at different spatial levels in the community (see

Table 2).

3.4.5 Business settings (eBs)

To assess the impact of coastal floods on business activity, two indices were selected in this

case. For marine processes (such as marine flood and SLR-induced inundation) on the

coastal fringe, tourism is the most representative economic sector involved. To obtain a

representative value of this activity, a tourist index developed by the Spanish bank La

Caixa (2013) was used. This is a relative index based on the tax rate (Business Activities

Tax), which takes into account the number of rooms and the annual occupancy and

category of tourist establishments. The index value is the percentage share of each

municipality relative to the entire nation, which can be expressed as:

Tourist index ¼ Municipality tax rate

Total taxes rates in Spain
� 100; 000 ð6Þ

Damages caused by flash floods can be found inland where other businesses may be

located. An industrial index also developed by La Caixa (2013) was used as a good

representation in the assessment of flash flood consequences to business activity. This

index is based on tax revenues corresponding to industrial activities and reflects the relative

weight of industry in each municipality with respect to all of Spain as follows:

Industrial index ¼ Municipality tax rate

Total taxes rates in Spain
� 100; 000 ð7Þ

Both indices have been ranked on a relative basis into five categories by applying an equal

intervals method.

4 Results

4.1 Flash flood

Figure 3 shows the FFPI’ along the Maresme coast, integrated at the sub-basin level. These

results indicate that for the same region there are differences in the level of susceptibility to

the effects of flash flooding, mainly due to geomorphological characteristics such as the

slope and the type of soil. As a result, this first step has allowed for the identification of the

most hazardous areas along the coast.

In addition, the potential flooding areas identified by the Catalan Water Agency

(Generalitat de Catalunya 2015) in order to implement the EU Floods Directive (Directive

2007/60/EC) are also presented in Fig. 3. These areas were identified by combining

geomorphological studies based on visual analyses (topography and morphology), flooding
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studies, aerial photographs, and field visits. This information suggests that there is a strong

correlation between the largest flood areas and medium and high FFPI’ levels, which

allows for a validation of this index as a first approach for identifying areas prone to flash

floods.

In the second step, those sub-basins likely to be affected by flash flooding with medium

and high FFPI’ levels were chosen to undertake a detailed flash flood assessment. Data on

the sub-basins prone to flash flooding were obtained from the Catalan Water Agency

(Generalitat de Catalunya 2015) which uses hydrologic and hydraulic studies to determine

the flood area, and variables such as the flood depth or flood velocity associated with three

return periods. In this case, the flood depth information for a return period of 100 years has

been used. In Fig. 4, flash flood components are represented along the study area by their

extension and ranked into a flash flood hazard indicator. If areas are classified in terms of

the average hazard intensity (flood depth values), the most hazardous area is located in

Sant Pol de Mar (12). The second most hazardous area is Argentona stream with the

Fig. 4 Flash flood hazard for the most susceptible sub-basins in the Maresme region
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highest values in Mataró (6). When the hazard is evaluated in absolute terms, i.e. taking

into account the total affected area, the most hazardous locations are Santa Susanna (15)

and Pineda de Mar (14).

Obtained exposure indicators for the areas are representative of medium values (Fig. 5)

with Mataró (6) showing the highest values. This is due to the existence of a differing

number of assets with high relevance at local and regional level being affected (e.g.

railway, road, factories and a water treatment plant) as well as the high values of social and

population vulnerability to floods.

By combining hazard and exposure values, the average and absolute flood risk value

obtained shows the municipalities of Mataró (6) and Sant Pol de Mar (12) as having the

highest average risk values, whereas Santa Susanna (15) and Pineda de Mar (14) show the

highest absolute risk.

4.2 Marine flood

Marine flood hazard intensity is presented in Fig. 6 over the 46 sectors of about one km in

length along the coastline within the buffer area considered. The results show that the study

area can generally be considered to have a low level of marine flood hazard. There are

exceptions to this in a few sectors, where the hazard intensity is high due to the combi-

nation of both large runup values and low topographic levels. Therefore, these sectors

represent the most highly susceptible areas to be affected by marine storm-induced runup.

However, since the goal of this study is to undertake a comparative analysis amongst

floods, the results at the sector level have been integrated at the municipality level.

Fig. 5 Flash flood exposure and risk for the most susceptible sub-basin in the Maresme region
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Nevertheless, it should be noted that due to the short length of these sectors and marine

flooding scope, important hot spots can be hidden at this level.

In Fig. 6, exposure and risk indicators at the municipality level are also shown. How-

ever, in order to obtain a detailed representation of the various exposure values considered,

in Fig. 7 each individual exposure indicator and the total exposure indicator are shown.

The results indicate that although the total values of the exposure index seem to be quite

homogenous for all of the municipalities, differences can be observed when exposure

values are evaluated individually, as is the case with the social vulnerability indicator (eSV)

and the business settings indicator (eBS).

Risk values indicate a low risk of marine flooding. However, municipalities such as

Cabrera de Mar (5), Mataró (6), and Malgrat de Mar (16) are the municipalities of greatest

risk within the study area.

4.3 Inundation by sea level rise

In Fig. 8, the SLR hazard is presented considering a RCP 8.5 and a high-end scenario

within the study area. As can be observed, the extension of inundation is very small, since

it can only be appreciated in the north where the low-lying area of the Tordera Delta (16) is

located for the high-end scenario. With the exception of the Tordera delta, these results

indicate the relatively low importance of SLR, in terms of inundation, due to the small

flood-prone areas which are only restricted to beaches.

The largest inundated increase from scenario RCP 8.5 to high end occurs for the highest

part of the territory. These require a longer time to be inundated, and as a consequence,

Fig. 6 Marine flood hazard intensity, exposure, and risk along the Maresme coast
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given the hazard intensity classification adopted, new areas are essentially of low risk

(Fig. 9).

This highlights the geomorphological characteristics of the coastline, which can be

typified as having steep profile slopes (with the exception being the low-lying area of the

Tordera delta). In Fig. 9, the total area affected considering each scenario over time and

their corresponding hazard intensity are presented. Moreover, Fig. 9 presents the total

flooded area by 2100 for each municipality and scenario. Results emphasise the importance

of the SLR component in the north of the region for the municipality of Malgrat de Mar

(16).

4.4 Integrated risk

Figure 10 shows an integrated representation of flooding risk along the Maresme coast. It

can be observed that the average risk magnitudes associated with each component are

fairly similar amongst the municipalities, without highlighting any component, apart from

local singularities. This homogenous pattern is due to both the spatial distribution of

exposure values and hazard intensity.

Nevertheless, when the flood area is considered, specific locations of interest can be

identified along the territory for each component. For instance, although the average risks

associated with flash floods tend to be similar to other components, with respect to the

affected flood areas, it can be viewed as an increased risk, especially within the munici-

palities of Pineda de Mar (14) and Santa Susanna (15). However, in the municipalities

identified as vulnerable to flash floods, the risk associated with this component is higher

than in the other municipalities.

Regarding SLR, this can be considered a low risk, with the exception being the con-

sideration of a high-end scenario for the municipality of Malgrat de Mar (16). This

municipality reflects a singularity due to the flood plain area of the Tordera Delta. Thus, it

is in this municipality that SLR represents the most important flood component. However,

these results can only be appreciated when an absolute risk is considered, as no differences

are found between scenarios when an average risk is taken into account. This is because,

although in the high-end scenario the exposure index is higher (the flood area is

Fig. 7 Exposure values for marine flooding (within 100 m buffer) and total exposure index for the
Maresme coastal municipalities
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Fig. 8 SLR hazard intensity along the Maresme coast. RCP 8.5 (top) and H.E. scenario (bottom)
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bFig. 9 a Permanent inundated area at 2100 in the Maresme coastal municipalities due to different SLR

scenarios. b Permanent incremental inundated area due to different SLR scenarios and the associated hazard
intensity for the entire Maresme

Fig. 10 Integrated flood risk components along the Maresme coastal municipalities (dimensionless).
a Average flood risk (classified between 1 and 5). b Absolute flood risk
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significantly larger), the relative hazard intensity is much lower, considering the total flood

area affected, and this results in a similar average risk for both scenarios.

Finally, regarding marine flood risks, obtained values indicate a uniform pattern along

the coast with low absolute values and no particular municipality identified. However, it is

important to bear in mind that as the values have been aggregated at the municipal level,

(small-scale) areas can be found at the local level where the risks associated with marine

storms are significantly high (Fig. 6).

5 Discussion and conclusions

In this work, a coastal flood risk assessment has been presented at a regional scale with the

use of indicators that have allowed for the characterisation of different coastal flood

hazards and their consequences. The adopted approach estimates the risk by combining

hazard and values at exposure, and in consequence, it should be equivalent to the maxi-

mum potential damages which may occur if an area is inundated (Messner and Meyer

2006). This approach is acceptable at mesoscale (regional) level and when the objective of

the analysis is to identify the most sensitive areas to considered hazards. A similar

approach to assess flood risk at regional level in the Emilia-Romagna (Italy) can be seen in

Perini et al. (2016). In absence of depth–damage curves, they assessed the damage using

land-use maps and assigned the vulnerability of each type as a function of their charac-

teristics. Thus, they associated the highest vulnerability (and damage) to infrastructures

such as urban areas and industrial zones, whereas areas without human occupation, such as

beaches, were considered less exposed and given the lowest value. Exposed values in

inundated urban areas are considered to be fully affected (damaged) without considering

the depth of inundation. This approach is also used by Rizzi et al. (2017) to develop a

regional risk assessment.

On the other hand, if the analysis is carried out at local scale, or final decisions on

specific protection and adaptation measures have to be taken, damage potential has to be

converted to expected damages by introducing the susceptibility of elements at risk. This is

done using relative damage functions which give the expected degree of damage, usually

as a function of the inundation depth (e.g. Merz et al. 2007). In any case, both approaches

can be considered complementary, i.e. to start with a regional scale analysis as the one

presented here and, in those locations identified as high-risk areas, to launch a standard

flood risk assessment with specific depth–damage curves. An example of this two-step

approach is the Coastal Risk Assessment Framework adopted in the RISC-KIT project

(Van Dongeren et al. 2014; Viavattene et al. 2015).

The proposed methodology analyses the different flood contributions in an uncoupled

manner, i.e. by assessing the importance of each component individually. Within a regional

flood risk analysis framework, this permits to identify their relative intensity along the

territory, i.e. which are the most sensitive municipalities to each flood component. When

comparing the magnitude of the different individual components, it has to be considered

that, implicitly, it is assumed that the associated potential damage will be independent of

the flood source. However, a comparison has been made between transient (associated with

marine and flash floods) and permanent (associated with sea level rise) inundation com-

ponents and the way they induce damage is different. In transient flood events, velocity is

an important variable, whereas final inundation depth is the only variable to be considered

in permanent flooding. In spite of this, this approach is valid to obtain a first estimation of
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the relative potential importance of each component. In this sense, this type of comparison

can be useful for a multi-component risk perception analysis (e.g. Harvatt et al. 2011).

Obtained results characterise the Maresme coast as an area with a relatively low risk of

being affected by floods. However, some hot spots are found along its coastline, where risk

levels significantly increase with respect to adjacent areas. These hot spots are located in

different areas depending on the flood component to be considered. Thus, the area has a

very low sensitivity to SLR due to its topography characterised by high and steep beaches

that protect the hinterland against long-term permanent inundation. As a consequence, the

SLR-induced flood risk is very low in the entire area with the exception of the Tordera

delta, which is the only low-lying coastal area along the Maresme. This concentration of at-

risk SLR areas in few locations associated with river deltas and coastal plains is typical of

the entire Catalan coast (Oltra et al. 2011) as well in most of Mediterranean countries (e.g.

Bondesan et al. 1995; Paskoff 2004; Snoussi et al. 2009). Even in this case, the flood risk is

only significant under the high-end scenario because despite being the lowest area in the

region, it is higher than other low-lying plains in Catalonia, which are formed by finer

sediments and have lower elevations (e.g. Alvarado-Aguilar et al. 2012).

With regard to marine floods, the spatial distribution of the associated integrated risk is

quite homogeneous along the region which reflects both the general beach morphology and

the nearly alongshore uniform distribution of values at exposure. In this case, hot spots are

essentially controlled at the small spatial scale. As in most of the Mediterranean coast, the

water level during coastal storms is mainly controlled by wave-induced runup (Mendoza

and Jiménez 2009; Armaroli et al. 2012; Gervais et al. 2012). Due to this, spatial variations

in flood occurrence will mainly be controlled by variations in beach slope affecting runup

magnitude and in beach/dune elevation, which determines how much floodwater volume

can enter to the hinterland. It has to be highlighted that although storm-induced water level

is much higher than SLR the extension of the flood-prone area will be much smaller. This

is due to the fact that this is a transient flood event with a limited floodwater volume. This

difference means that the use of the bathtub approach to delineate the storm-induced flood-

prone area will likely overestimate the magnitude of the flood event, especially in low-

lying areas. To overcome this, a coastal buffer has been defined behind the beach which

indicates the area usually exposed to this kind of event (see also Ferreira et al. 2016).

Finally, when present, flash floods have been identified as the flood component inducing

the highest risk within the region. This is consistent with the analysis of Barredo (2007) of

major flood disasters in Europe, where major means the number of registered casualties is

greater than 70 and/or the direct damage is larger than 0.005% of EU GDP in the year of

the disaster. In the aforementioned study, all the events classified as major disasters

occurring in Spain are flash floods. Moreover, the Maresme study area has been identified

as one of the most affected regions along the Catalan coast by this type of flood (Llasat

et al. 2010a, b). The reason for the high risk associated with flash floods is because, in

addition to their probability of occurrence, they occur in ephemeral river courses that

usually cross urban areas, i.e. main villages in each municipality. Due to this, values at

exposure are extremely high and, as a consequence, the corresponding risk is also very

high (e.g. Vinet 2008). This is also common for most of the Mediterranean coastal zone

(Ruin et al. 2008; Llasat et al. 2010a, b; Faccini et al. 2015).

In spite of the dominance of flash floods in those locations where they are present, it has

to be stressed that this and the marine flood components are determined in terms of an

event associated with a given probability of occurrence. Thus, some exceptional situations

may occur, usually associated with very low probability events, where this rule is inverted.

An example of this was the impact of the Xynthia storm in France, during which a much
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larger than expected number of casualties occurred, and the incurred damage exceeded

those induced by very large flash flood events (e.g. Vinet et al. 2012).

When analysing the obtained results, it can be concluded that the proposed multi-

component flood risk assessment methodology is able to identify sensitive management

units (municipalities) to each flood component at regional scale. Although the identified at-

risk locations need further detailed small-scale risk assessment, this would indicate the

need for a differentiated flood risk management along the Maresme coast.
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